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CALET, the Calorimetric Electron Telescope, launched to the International Space Station in
August 2015 and in continuous operation since, has gathered over seven years of data so far.
CALET is able to measure cosmic-ray (CR) electrons, nuclei, and gamma rays and with its 27
radiation length deep Total Absorption Calorimeter (TASC), measures particle energy, allowing
for the determination of spectra and secondary to primary ratios of the more abundant CR
nuclei through 28Ni, while the main charge detector (CHD) can measure Ultra-Heavy (UH) CR
nuclei through 40Zr. CALET UHCR analyses use a special high duty cycle UH trigger with
an expanded geometry that does not require passage through the TASC. To effectively analyze
UHCR trigger events, a number of screens and corrections have been developed for the analysis.
From time- and position-dependent detector response corrections based on 14Si and 26Fe, to an
angle-dependent geomagnetic cutoff rigidity selections and minimum deposited energy screens, a
number of methods have been explored to optimize UH statistics to varying effect. In this work,
we aim to show how these event selection screens and corrections have been developed, how the
rigidity screens shown previously by Rauch et al. [1] compare to the newer TASC methodology
shown in Zober et al. (2023) [2], and how TASC selections may be used to influence analysis on
the full UH-trigger dataset.
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Figure 1(a): CALET instrument package detailing loca-
tions of the various CALET subsystems.

Figure 1(b): CALET side-view showing CHD, IMC, and
TASC detector placement with the maximum acceptance
angles for detection. The maximum acceptance angle
(75°) for the UH trigger analysis is shown in black and in
red for the TASC analysis (45°).

1. Introduction

The CALorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) on the International Space Station (ISS) is a
Japanese led astroparticle observatory that was launched on August 19, 2015 and has been collecting
scientific data since October 13, 2015. As its name suggests, the main science objective of CALET
is to directly measure the total cosmic-ray electron flux (e−+e+) to the highest energies (1 GeV to 20
TeV) with the main calorimeter (CAL), shown in the CALET instrument package in Fig. 1a. The
calorimeter is also capable of measuring gamma rays (10 GeV to 10 TeV) and cosmic-ray nuclei
(up to 1,000 TeV). In addition, there is the CALET Gamma-ray Burst Monitor (CGBM), which can
make simultaneous observations with the calorimeter. [3]

The main calorimeter instrument is comprised of three detector systems, shown in more detail
in a side view in Fig. 1b. At the top is the charge detector (CHD), comprised of an x and a y layer,
each having 14 scintillator paddles. The paddles all are 32 mm wide by 10 mm thick by 450 mm
long. Below the CHD is the imaging calorimeter (IMC), which is 156.5 mm tall, and made of 8
layers of both x and y scintillating fibers that are 1 mm wide square and 448 mm long. In between
the fiber layers of the IMC are a combined 3.0 radiation lengths (X0) of tungsten arranged such that
the first 5 layers are 0.2X0 thick and the bottom two are each 1.0X0 thick. At the bottom of the
instrument stack is the total absorption calorimeter (TASC). This is made of 6 x and y layers of 16
lead tungstate (PWO) scintillator logs. Each of these logs are 19 mm wide, 20 mm tall, and 326
mm long. Combined these logs give the TASC a depth of 27X0. The CHD, along with the IMC,
provides the primary particle charge identification. All three detectors (but primarily the IMC) are
utilized for track reconstruction, while the particle energy is determined from the calorimeters, with
most of the determination based on TASC measurements.

2. Data

A High-Level Analysis (HLA) dataset has been developed at Louisiana State University (LSU)
and Goddard Space Flight Center/ University of Maryland - Baltimore County, (GSFC/UMBC).
This dataset itself has been given the name Ultra-Heavy Analysis (UHA). The generation code
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Figure 2: Example peak fitting for part of CHDX
paddle 7. Each colored histogram corresponds to
a region on the paddle with x=0 as the center of
the paddle length. Vertical lines correspond to
the identified peak means in the fitting routine
for Fe events.

can be found in the CreateHLA repository avail-
able from the US CALET Data Center (USCDC) or
from the Waseda CALET Data Center (WCOC). The
UHA dataset is written in the ROOT file format like
the full CALET Level2 dataset, but organized into
a lightweight structure that can be used in different
analysis methods. There is a single TTree, contain-
ing five branches, each of which is a simple structure
of C++ primitive data types. The simplicity of the
structure means that, in addition to an analysis in the
ROOT C++ framework natively, the data can be read
in Python using either the PyROOT package or the
uproot package which circumvents ROOT entirely.
This data-format features significantly smaller data-
files, where a single day of UH trigger data is less than 45 megabytes while a single hour of the
Level2 data is on the order of 1 - 2 GB. This means that UHA dataset can read in the entirety of
the UH analysis and do full dataset corrections and modifications without the need of scripting or
sampling.

3. Corrections

The CALET instrument has a number of corrections already applied to the dataset, however
these corrections are optimized for the main electron analysis. Since the UH analysis events have
significantly different detector energies, we need to perform a number of secondary corrections to
optimize on the UH region.

3.1 Position Corrections

The position corrections are derived by dividing each CHD paddle into 42 segments (with
length ∼ 1/3 of paddle width). For each individual paddle segments we perform a gaussian fit on
26Fe (example in Fig 2) and 14Si events to determine the local mean energy for those elements.
We then take these local means and find the ratio of the full layer means for both 26Fe and 14Si
respectively. We then plug these ratios into a scaling function with a hyperbolic tangent function
to allow for proportional scaling for elements between 14Si and 26Fe and are only affected by the
nearest of the two outside that range. This allows a smooth transition across all CHD signals. This
equation 1 defines 𝑆(𝑥) as the initial signal of an event, 𝑆𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 and 𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 as the correction ratios
for that event location and 𝑆𝑖𝑎𝑣𝑔 and 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔 as the full layer means.

𝑆(𝑥)𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑆(𝑥)𝑆𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 +
[
1 + tanh( 1

40
(𝑆(𝑥) −

𝑆𝑖𝑎𝑣𝑔 + 𝐹𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔

2
))
]
𝑆(𝑥)𝐹𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 − 𝑆(𝑥)𝑆𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜

2
(1)

The validation of this function can be seen in Figure 3, where Figs. 3a and 3b represent a map of
the 26Fe mean signals in CHDX and CHDY for pre and post correction. We see that there are a
number of paddles that read out substantially higher or lower than the full mean, and post correction
we get one normalized map. This behavior is also seen in Figures 3c and 3d with 14Si showing
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Figure 3(a): Uncorrected 26Fe map Figure 3(b): Position corrected 26Fe

Figure 3(c): Uncorrected 14Si Map Figure 3(d): Position corrected 14Si

Figure 3(e): Uncorrected 20Ca means Figure 3(f): 20Ca means post-correction

somewhat similar behavior. It is noteworthy that the paddles that read out higher and lower do vary
from those in 26Fe, further illustrating the need to use multiple elements in this correction. We can
also explore the effects of this correction on an intermediate element between 26Fe and 14Si such
as 20Ca . In Figures 3e and 3f, we can that this correction works fairly well on elements away from
the correction peaks.

3.2 Time Corrections

The time corrections are performed similarly, with the "local" segments being defined as
increments in time such that there are a minimum 550 26Fe events in the final paddle of CHDY for
each time step. This results in time correction bins being approximately 3 days in length. It should
be noted that this is a significantly smaller subset to perform Gaussian fits on and does lead to some
noise in the distributions. Most noise is caused by Poissonian statistics, but other issues caused by
obstructions or rotations of the ISS can cause issues here. Some of this noise can go away with a
longer event binning, but would require the equivalent of 2 week observational period.

Figure 4 depicts the before and after for these corrections for 26Fe. Here in Figure 4a and 4b,
we can see how some of the individual paddles vary over time for CHDX and CHDY. In these two
plots we can see oscillations in mean peak signal that can be traced back to changes in ISS altitude
and thermal control of the CALET instrument. In fact the largest jumps that are seen in these two
figures are related a combination of changes in the thermal loop and the calibrations of the CALET
itself. When the time corrections are applied to the data set in Figure 4c and 4d, we see that these
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Figure 4(a): Uncorrected 26Fe signal for CHDX Pad-
dles 1-7.

Figure 4(b): Uncorrected 26Fe Signal for CHDY for
paddles 8-14.

Figure 4(c): Time Corrected signal for CHDX Paddles
1-7.

Figure 4(d): Time Corrected signal for CHDY Pad-
dles 8-14.

Figure 4(e): Overlay of pre- and post-time corrections
for CHDX 26Fe. Black shows percent error for the full
layer mean for 26Fe on CHDX. Purple shows percent
error post correction.

Figure 4(f): Overlay of pre- and post-time corrections
for CHDX 26Fe. Black shows percent error for the full
layer mean for 26Fe on CHDY. Purple shows percent
error post correction.

features can be normalized out of the dataset. The spikes that remain in the data are from the end
of July 2021 when ISS was inadvertently rotated by the thrusters of the Nauka module. These
timestamps are not correctable and will be screened out in the analysis. We can also visualize these
corrections as a function of percent error from the full layer mean in Figure 4e and 4f.

3.3 Energy

Since the last ICRC, work has continued on the analysis of the subset of data of events that pass
through the TASC, which provides each event with energy information. This energy information
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comes in the form of energy deposited by each individual event. With energy information we can
counteract the smearing of charge seen at low energy. While TASC Energy deposited (Edep) is not
a one-to-one value with energy, as the efficiency and accuracy are related to the CALET’s radiation
length, it is sufficient to make the corrections we need. Our accuracy in energy determination is
excellent for electrons, but as one goes up the elemental table to heavier nuclei, an increasingly
significant fraction of the particle shower escapes out of the calorimeter. For events with Z greater
than 26Fe, this means that less than 20% of energy is contained within CALET. To get an exact
energy one would use for determining flux, Monte Carlo simulations must be used to unfold the
energy. However exact values are not needed to do rudimentary corrections and shift.

We take an initial Tarle charge assignment [6] of CHDX and CHDY to determine the set of
candidate 26Fe events, which is any event within 1-sigma of the 26Fe peak. From this we divide
the full UH TASC subset of events into 65 energy bands each with ∼61000 26Fe candidate events.
We choose to separate these bins by raw Edep rather than by Edep/Z or Edep/nucleon as those
alternatives would introduce potential systematic issues that rely on an accurate determination of Z
and better understanding of the energy unfolding.

With these sets we iterate through the bins performing a multi-Gaussian peak fit on the CHDX
(Figure 5a) and CHDY (Figure 5b) event histograms. These plots show an initial charge based on
taking the square root of signal which would corresponds to a Tarle function with A=0 and C=1.
From this we can take a multipeak Gaussian fit, initialized with randomized initial peak height to
force peak searching routine to fully explore the parameter space and with bounds of ± 0.15 units
on the pseudo-Z scaling. With the identified peak centers, we are able to perform a Tarle model fit

Figure 5(a): Peak identification for CHDX. Blue his-
togram denotes data, vertical red line denotes the fit
routine’s guess for peak center. Horizontal axis units
are arbitrary based on the square root of CHDX signal.

Figure 5(b): Peak identification for CHDY. Blue his-
togram denotes data, vertical red line denotes the fit
routine’s guess for peak center. Horizontal axis units
are arbitrary based on the square root of CHDY signal.

Figure 5(c): Fits to identified peaks in Figure 5a and
5b.

Figure 5(d): Red and Blue lines represent the CHDX
and CHDY assigned Z. Green shaded histogram rep-
resents the final average of CHDX and CHDY.
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Figure 6(a): Histogram showing percent difference in
CHDX and CHDY. All events in gray. Maroon histogram
shows events with Edep > 1.535 nmip and not on CHD
edge. Binned in 0.02% increments.

Figure 6(b): Histogram showing how changes in max-
imum percent difference in charge consistency change
relative peak height and peak shape.

Figure 6(c): Histogram showing how events counts vary
with Edep/Z. All events in gray. Maroon histogram shows
events with Edep > 1.535 nmip and not on CHD edge.
Histogram has a fine binning resolution of 0.005 nmip/Z.

Figure 6(d): Histogram showing how changes in mini-
mum deposited energy change relative peak height and
peak shape. Higher energies create clearer peaks at the
cost of event count.

to find the actual coefficients of the model.
To constrain this Tarle model fit we scale a region of acceptable fits and expected peak positions

for Z>30 by comparing our fit to the ones that would have been used in the CALET 26Fe and 28Ni
spectral analyses [4, 5]. This constraint makes sure that our new Tarle functions give reasonable
values over the range of energy bins. We also constrain each energy bin by using the previous bin
as the initial guess for the fit. This is on both the initial peak fitting and the charge assignment.

However to do the charge assignment with constraints from the 26Fe analysis, we have to rescale
the 26Fe analysis values into our corrected charge regions since the 26Fe analysis used its own distinct
correction factors. This is done in a straight-forward manner by noting the peak shift on 26Fe and
taking the ratios. Once this is done, the bounds can be incorporated into the fitting routine for the
Tarle model and find a set of equations to transform the respective CHDX and CHDY (Figure 5c)
into the equivalent Z. We then average the Z values in CHDX and CHDY on an event-by-event basis
to determine a final Z (Figure 5d) and be able to merge the 65 energy bins back together.

4. Screen Selection

As shown in ref. [2], after all corrections are performed, we want to perform a small number of
event selection screens. This is to remove lower quality events. In the broader analysis we performed
cuts for an overall minimum deposited energy and a deposited energy by charge. Additionally, there
is a charge consistency cut requiring that the calculated CHD charge for both x and y layers is within
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4%. To get to these screens we evaluated the behaviour of those quantities as a function of event
counts.

The first screen on the lowest three energy bins is not shown here, but was based on the results
of the previous energy-based Tarle charge assignment. The lowest three bins suffered from severe
smearing of charge and prevent most peaks between 14Si and 26Fe from being identified. Since a
clean charge assignment could not be done, we screen out those bins.

Figure 6a and 6b show how minor changes in percent difference alter the final histogram. We
see that the percent difference is not symmetric, so a good screen needs to occur at value below
that asymmetry. The dashed lines added in Figure 6a at ± 0.05% highlight where the asymmetry
in CHDX and CHDY approximately begins and constrain the maximum percent difference. Figure
6c and 6d show how Edep/Z behaves. In Fig. 6c, the grey histogram showing all events undergoes
a rapid rise into a peak and then has a gradual drop off that becomes approximately linear. The red
histogram that omits the first three energy bins, does not have that clear peak but shows a similar
linear tapering of event counts. We choose a screen of ∼0.15 nmip/Z, so our analysis was past the
build-up of events and have both histograms behaving similarly.

5. Conclusions

The effects of these corrections and screens can be seen in ref. [2]. We find them to be an
indispensable part of the UH analysis procedure. Future work on improving these corrections would
explore into using lower Z peaks for the corrections and potentially requiring more than two peaks.
While the screens chosen are effective, research into IMC-based screens could be potentially usable
in the full UH-trigger analysis, unlike the TASC screens shown here.
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